This warehouse/factory complex was built in three sections, the earliest dating to just after Winnipeg’s early 1880s real estate boom, the second portion during the city’s pre-World War I growth phase and the third just prior to the War when Winnipeg was at the zenith of its growth.

The original building, the northwest portion, was completed in 1884 in the Romanesque Revival style popular in North American warehouse districts from the 1880s well into the 20th century. The round arches, brick walls with stone accents, finely crafted metal ornamentation and overall bulkiness of the block are all element of this style. Originally built two-storeys in height, the block featured two retail shops on the ground floor and warehouse space on the second floor. It was built by James Robertson and Company, a Montreal-based wholesale metal firm, his
company’s local manager, James Tees, and leased by the wholesale hardware firm of George D. Wood & Company. Wood was born in Hamilton, Canada West (Ontario) on July 26, 1858 and came to Winnipeg in 1880 to open a branch of his father’s company. It was extremely successful and to keep pace with its growing business, a third storey was added to the Alexander Avenue block prior to 1900. Wood and Company moved out of this block after the 1898 completion of its large new warehouse at 250 McDermot Avenue.

Replacing Wood and Company on Alexander Avenue in 1898 was the bag-making firm Dick (John) and Ridout (George), which became John Dick Limited in 1900. The Smart Bag Company of Montreal in turn bought out this company in 1906 and also bought the Alexander Avenue property from the estate of James Robertson. Shortly after purchasing the block, the new owner built a three-storey addition on the south end of the original block, completed in 1906. This block did not feature the same ornamental detailing as the original; there was no arched windows or tinwork. It featured a single entrance on its main (south) façade and several raised loading doors on its west elevation.

In 1913, Smart Bag Company merged with Woods Manufacturing Company, a contractors’ and lumbermen’s supply house headquartered in Hull, PQ to form Smart-Woods Limited (which became Woods Manufacturing Company Limited in 1918). To serve its growing markets, the company decided to build a massive new factory on the east side of the original building, with Romanesque Revival elements. Five storeys in height, it is a massively constructed reinforced concrete structure with brick cladding and stone accenting. It has three public elevations (north, south and east) and all three façades feature the same design, materials and ornamentation – deeply grooved stone-clad ground floors, square headed basement and ground floor windows and dark brick cladding on the superstructure. Multi-paned industrial sash windows are found on all floors with square headed openings except for the arched openings with stone keystones of the fourth floor. The fourth and fifth storeys are separated by a stone belt course and the flat roof is finished with stone copping. The north façade includes two public entrances both topped by bull’s eye windows. The east façade includes a raised loading door at the north end and a larger loading door at grade at the south end (closed in). The south façade includes two large loading doors and a public entrance with bull’s eye window at the west end.
The exterior of the building has seen numerous alterations, including the removal of the original recessed entrances on the ground floor of the 1884 section, the use of glass block infill in window openings on the north and west façades and the replacement of many windows on the east façade.

Much of the interior of the building has remained unchanged over the years; original open warehouse space can be found in all areas. The original wood beams and posts in the 1884 section have been replaced by steel elements, the ground floor now operates as one connected space and some partitioning has been added. The 1906 section is very original, especially the second and third floors. The 1913 building is virtually unaltered on the interior.

Architects for the three portions of the building are: Charles Wheeler, British-trained architect who would grow to prominence throughout Western Canada, designed the 1884 section; Daniel Smith, a modestly successful designer drew the plans for the 1906 addition; and the well-known local partnership of Woodman and Carey designed the 1913 structure.

In 1920, stationary wholesaler McAllister Company took over Section A, with Globelite Battery Company in Section B. Other owner/tenants associated with the building were Woods-Dryden Paper Bags Limited (1950s-1970s), Woods Bag and Canvas Company (1960s-1970s) and Lloyd Bag Company (1970s and 1980s). Also in the 1980s, the building followed the trend found elsewhere in the Exchange and was taken over by the needle trade, with Prosperity Knitwear Limited and Modern Headwear Limited being the main tenants. The downturn in this manufacturing sector in Winnipeg and across Canada meant an end to most of the garment industry and most of these firms have closed their doors in Winnipeg. The building is now virtually empty.

Elements of the building that would require approval if alterations were planned are:

Three-Storey Section (built 1884 & 1906)-
  Exterior-
  • The three masonry walls (north, south and west) of the three-storey, north facing structure
  • The metal decorative cornice of the main façade
• The paired and arched second and third storey windows with continuous stone sills and brick accenting
• Other main façade details including pilasters with decorative metal caps and decorative brick panels
• The railway track lintels on the ground floor windows and the original windows on the third floor of the west façade

Interior-
• The structural elements (wood beams and posts) and wood floors of the second and third floors

Five-Storey Section (built 1913)- (unless otherwise noted, all elements pertain to all three main elevations, north, south and east)

Exterior-
• The north, south and east facing reinforced concrete warehouse
• The rusticated stone-clad base and dark brick upper floor cladding with stone accenting
• The stone belt course above the fourth floor windows and the stone copping
• Original industrial sash windows on all levels including raised, square-headed basement openings, large ground floor elements and arched fourth floor windows with stone keystones
• Main entrances (two on the north façade and one on the south façade) featuring bull’s eye windows above doors recessed in rusticated and smooth-cut ashlar, prominent surrounds and keystones
• The deeply recessed square-headed loading bays on the south façade

Interior-
• The columns with mushroom capitals on all levels
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